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Infra Talk Rules

Repertus 2k16 brings to its podium an opportunity for the young minds to put their ideas on current
pressing problems in infrastructure and suggest new corridors for the emergence of improved
technologies and sustainable development. INFRA TALK is the unique panel discussion where
professionals of various disciplines are going to discuss the ideas and innovative theories put forth by
the students for the advancement of infrastructure in many fields.
The main topics for the panel discussion are.
1. Sustainable development.
2. Smart Infrastructure & Intelligent Transport system
3. Information and Communication Technology
4. Feasibility & Finance

All participants must abide by the rules and regulations as mentioned herewith:
1. The students have to register their name, university in which they are pursuing their study and
the topic on which they wish to send their ideas/suggestions along with a brief abstract on
Reperstus 2k16 website (www.repertus.iitram.ac.in) latest by 10th March, 2016.
2. Any change in the stated main topic for Infra talk during filling the form, by the students will
not be entertained after the registrations are closed.
3. There are no registration fees for participation in Infra talk.
4. The top 10 suggestions or innovative ideas will be selected from the entries and will be the
area of focus for the panel discussion where professionals will discuss their possible
implications and implementations in the concerned field.
5. The students whose ideas have been selected for the panel discussion have to be present
during the time of INFRA TALK event.
6. Few ideas/suggestions selected by the panellists in final phase of discussions may attract
support of Repertus for taking it further for implementation to concerned administrative
division.
7. In case of any plagiarism, the participant will be disqualified and their abstract will not be
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considered.

